You may live much longer than you think.

Many people base their planning on what their grandparents or parents experienced, but individual life expectancies have improved dramatically over the past century. Current trends suggest that…

Couples should consider their combined planning timeline.

For a couple who are 65 today…

Odds a wife outlives her husband by…

- 5+ years: 44%
- 10+ years: 30%
- 15+ years: 18%

Odds a husband outlives his wife by…

- 5+ years: 29%
- 10+ years: 18%
- 15+ years: 10%

25% will die within 5 years of each other, and there is a 50% chance that one person in the couple will be alive at 92.

For a personalized look at longevity, see www.longevityillustrator.org
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